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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Soldiers of KFOR,

T

he operational situation remains dynamic, framework operations
continue in the AOO, enabled by junior officers, NCOs and privates.
Successful operations require all members to put duty first. Compliance,
discipline and reliability distinguishes us as professional soldiers,
commitment to the task enables challenges to be resolved achieving
mission accomplishment, while resilience is required to endure
hardship. It is critical that officers, NCOs and privates demonstrate
Duty – Reliability - Commitment.
This is my first edition of the KFOR Chronicle, and I will begin with
acknowledging my predecessors work and his contribution to
capturing on-the-ground activities. It is my intent to continue with a
similar concept of operations. It is the activities, tactics, techniques and
procedures employed by KFOR soldiers that ensures a Safe and Secure
Environment, and therefore the KFOR Chronicle shall be employed in
a downwards orientation in order to capture and track activities from
soldiers on the ground’.

Comdt Liam McDonnell, Chief
Internal Information, PAO.

This month’s edition will focus on KFOR’s explosive ordnance disposal
(EOD) capability. This capability is provided by a U.S. Army detachment located in Camp Bondsteel, a
Moldovan detachment located in Villaggio Italia and a joint Austrian – Swiss - Ukrainian detachment located
in Camp Film City. Their unique set of skills are employed routinely throughout the KFOR AO providing a safe
and secure environment to the civilian population and KFOR, in addition they provide Mine/UXO awareness
training to KFOR soldiers. These articles are dedicated to Senior Master Sergeant Hüseyin KUTLU (TUR), who
gave his life in the service of peace on the 22nd of September 1999.
This month a Senior NCO forum commenced in Camp Film City attended by NCO representatives from troop
contributing nations and COM KFOR. This concept was lead and developed by KFOR CSM Tamás ZSIROS, who
built on his experience as Deputy Commandant at the Hungarian NCO Academy to empower KFOR NCOs
while providing critical information, direction and representation for KFOR OR’s.
KFOR troop contribution nations (TCN) relief in place operations continue with Change of Commands in
SWISSCOY, IRCON, MACEDONIA, and CROTIA.
KFOR Chief of Staff (COS) BG John MAIER will outline his experience, function and expectations of KFOR
during a robust interview, while a retrospective study will examine SLATINA APOD, giving a brief history of
the installation, its strategic importance to KFOR, the units and personnel deployed to secure it and recent
general engineering upgrades.

Sincerely
Your KFOR HQ PAO team.
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STORY OF THE MONTH

THE SHARP EDGE

THE EXPLOSIVE THREAT IN KOSOVO

E

ven after more than two decades since the armed
conflict in Kosovo ended, the Explosive Remnants
of War (ERW) are still present in form of land mines
and Unexploded Explosive Ordnance (UXO) which
include the Bomb Live Units (BLUs) from Cluster
Bombs Units (CBUs) and other types of Abandoned
Explosive Ordnance (AXO). It is true that since
1999 the number of areas contaminated with ERW
decreased from more than 3520 to 75 currently, but
those “silent warriors” as a deminer would call them,
are still there…
During the last 22 years, a number of 585 victims of
ERW have been recorded in Kosovo with 168 injured
and 117 fatalities.
In addition to ERW, the safe and secure environment
in Kosovo is threatened by hostile or crime related use
of conventional explosive ordnance as hand grenades
or improvised explosive devices (IEDs). Those attacks
occur especially when the perpetrators have some
“messages” to be delivered or, when some bank’s
money dispensers become attractive overnight.

“Explosives are never safe. But this can change!” says
LTC Ciprian “Chip” ANDRICA (Retd) the Explosive
Ordnance Disposal (EOD) coordinator and Explosives
Safety and Munition Risk (ESMRM) focal point at
KFOR Headquarters (HQ) in PRISTINA. Based on his
long experience in Kosovo he has estimated that “the
presence of Potential Explosion Sites (PES) generated
by the legal storage and use of explosives by
military, security and civil organizations Kosovo wide
generate both safety and security risks which must
be firmly and permanently addressed and mitigated”.
Referring to civil use of explosives, there are currently
in Kosovo 20 legal Explosive Storage Facilities (ESFs)
housing civil explosives used by blasting companies
in underground mining industry, quarries and
route construction sites. Only in above mentioned
civil areas Kosovo registers an average of 1.8 blast
operations per day which is by far a significant figure
requiring strong safety and security measures during
loading, transportation and use of explosives at blast
site.
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OF THE SWORD

MITIGATING THE EXPLOSIVE THREAT
Fortunately, during the last two decades, international
presence with strong and consistent KFOR support
and in close cooperation and coordination with
Institutions in Kosovo (IiK) managed to set adequate
mechanisms for controlling the environment in
which explosives can be encountered and to mitigate
the threat. A short list of mechanisms and activities
aiming on increasing the level of safety and security
in relation with explosive threat and in which KFOR
has an important role includes Humanitarian Mine
Action (HMA) – the active approach to ERW problem,
Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) response system
– the reactive approach to explosive threats and
monitoring the Civil Use of Explosives (CUE). For own
ammo and explosives safety KFOR has established
and runs its own Explosives Safety Program (ESP).

non-governmental organizations (NGOs). The most
important governmental HD organization is the KSF
Demining Coy from KSF Civil Protection Regiment
(CPR) of Kosovo’s National Guard. The most important
HD NGOs operating in Kosovo are the world wide
very well-known HALO Trust with premises in
DAKOVICA/GJAKOVA, Norwegian People’s Aid (NPA)
from MITROVICA and MAT-Kosovo Training Centre
located in PEJA/PEC. While KSF runs own HD tasks and
provides technical assistance to HALO Trust, KFOR
provides technical assistance in terms of disposal
of found UXO with own EOD Teams for NPA. During
2021 till the end of November, KSF has managed
to clear a surface of 1,854,045 square meters and
neutralised 630 mines and UXOs. HALO Trust and NPA
have cleared a surface of 1.097,528 square metres
containing 50 ERW.

HMA or Humanitarian Demining (HD). Kosovo Mine
Action Centre (KMAC) placed within Kosovo Security Kosovo EOD Response System. The primary
Force (KSF) HQ is responsible for planning, controlling responders for EOD incidents or “calls” in support of
and directing the activity of HD governmental and local population and institutions are Kosovo Police
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STORY OF THE MONTH

(KP) and KSF. While KP with its local agents and its own
IED Disposal (IEDD) Unit intervene for EOD incidents
connected with crime related cases, KSF use own
EOD teams for EOD incidents related to presence of
ERW in civil areas. KFOR EOD intervene with own EOD
Teams for own troops and mission’s Force Protection
(FP) and as 2nd responder in support of KP or KSF.
Having considered both own roles or mandate and
capabilities, during the last years KFOR EOD Teams
solved 10% of the reported EOD Incidents, most of
them in North of Kosovo, KP IEDD Unit solved 20%
while KSF EOD Teams solved the remaining 70%.
Monitoring the CUE. Responsible for permitting and
supervision of explosives use for mining industry is
Independent Commission for Mines and Minerals
(ICMM), organization placed under Kosovo Assembly.
The storage and use of explosives for civil purposes

is permitted by Department for Public Safety
(DPS) from Ministry of Internal Affairs (MoIA) and
supervised by its inspectors for weapons, ammo and
explosives. COM KFOR through JENG Chief Explosive
Threat Management (ETM) provides consent for any
explosives movement (import or transfer). Any blast
operation is pre-coordinated by JENG with J3 Air
and after that the blast permits are issued by ICMM
and/or DPS/MoIA. Joint inspections of any PES are
regularly planned and executed by ICMM and DPS/
MoIA inspectors with KFOR Chief ETM and KFOR EOD
Teams. All these measures are set for ensuring a civil
use of explosives in a safe and secure manner.
As a result of this mechanism functioning, no major
incidents with civil explosives or uncontrolled
detonations occurred in Kosovo during the last
decade.
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KFOR’s EOD

I

nherent part of the force, KFOR EOD units provide
the unique capabilities and capacities which enable
mobility and force protection. These capabilities
include Explosive Ordnance (EO) identification,
Conventional Munition Disposal (CMD) including
the disposal of KFOR expired ammo, Improvised
Explosive Device Disposal (IEDD), etc. When required,
KFOR EOD provide also support to local similar
organizations.
Under JENG Chief ETM coordination, EOD units from
Austria (AUT), Moldova (MDA), Switzerland (CHE),

Ukraine (UKR) and United States of America (USA)
perform detecting, identifying, conducting on-site
evaluation, rendering safe, exploiting and the final
disposal of all explosive ordnance which by their
presence negatively impact the safe and secure
environment and freedom of movement.
Liam McDonnell
OF-3, IRL-A
Chief Internal Information
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ALWAYS in the
KFOR EOD TEAMS mission in Kosovo

N

ATO Kosovo Force (KFOR) has been in Kosovo
for more than 20 years. Many armies, marines,
Navy, Air Force, National Guard personnel, and
civilian employees served in the AOO. Some of them
had combat roles initially, and many of them in the
supporting line.
Special groups always have been in the front line
since the beginning of this mission. Nowadays, they
are, the ones who risk their lives in every task.
They are the Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD)
teams. Sometimes their nickname is the `BOMB
SQUAD`!
These teams have the most operational capability
in the theater. They are saving lives, taking care of
civilian and military personnel, and their primary
mission is to ensure a Safe and Secure Environment.

in saving lives and cleaned the area from the UXOs,
grenades, or any explosives which had come to light.
EOD teams are dealing with WWII ordnances, NATO,
and former Soviet-type explosives, or as they said:
pretty much everything that can blow up`! Sometimes
they need to blow things up on the spot or move to
the disposal area. The other risky mission is to take an
old explosive from one place to another.
Simultaneously, they are working with the Kosovo
Police (KP) teams. They supervise, teach and develop
their capabilities and give them adequate support to
make KP’s mission successful.
The EOD team is a small community, a family
who believes in each other’s capability and works
shoulder by shoulder. EOD members have high
physical standards because they have to wear heavy
equipment at once; they have to keep mental fitness
up high to concentrate on their mission. They are
showing a great example of how to build a `TEAM` in
an international environment. They highlighted our
motto: RELIABILITY because they have no chance
to make mistakes.
If you can meet with them, please shake their
hands, and wish them all the best for the future.

EOD teams are responsible for clearing the Area of
Operation (AOO) as secondary responders. Of course,
their capabilities and types of equipment put them in
the front, and they respond alone or earlier than the
Kosovo Security Forces (KSF) team if necessary. Most
of the time, they help to train, develop and educate
the KSF EOD teams. At the same time, NATO teams
are monitoring the KSF’s job and activities. They are
always ready to respond to any challenges or calls
from the civilian side or military units.
They are `ALWAYS READY` to react and accept
challenges.
During the flood in Kosovo, they played a crucial role

Tamás ZSIROS
OR-9 HUN-A
CSM
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`FRONT LINE`!
EOD Tasker – Detection of UXO by Norwegians People Aid

O

n 19 November, KFOR HQ received information
from the Norwegian People’s Aid (NPA) that a
UXO was detected IVO LIVADICA approx. 30km north
of Pristina and within 5km from the ABL. KFOR HQ
immediately tasked RC-EAST with the operation,
and 1LT George SHERMAN (USA-A) and his team
commenced planning and preparation for the
operation while coordinating with KSF.
Staff Sergeant (SSG) VOSS and Specialist (SPC) PEPER
members of the elite 720th Ordnance Company
arrived on scene, where they received a brief from
NPA about the location, UXO status, medical support
and other technical details. The UXO was detected
by the NPA using ground metal detectors and was
manual uncovering from a depth of 50cm. When both
members completed their assessment, SPC PEPER
began preparing SSG VOSS equipment. SSG VOSS
with both KSF and NPA began the ‘long walk’ to the
UXO and immediately commenced a detail technical
inspection of the device.

sophisticated software to classify and identify the
UXO.
SSG VOSS enlisted into the US Army in 2010,
volunteering for EOD service upon completion of
recruit training. EOD training consisted of grueling
and technical EOD education and assessments for
both Phase One training in Ft. LEE (VA) and Phase Two
training in Eglin AFB (FL). Today SSG VOSS is qualified
as an EOD team leader where he can conduct manual
neutralization on devices in addition to IED-D. He
has served previously in IRAQ, bringing with him
exceptional experience and skills making him a
highly valued professional team member, gaining
the respect of superiors, subordinates and peers.
SSG VOSS described his unit of having a ‘True Team
Dynamic’ displaying the units close cohesion and
professionalism.
The professionalism, bravery and expertise of EOD
teams and there operations attracted SPC PEPER to
the military, with him enlisting in June 2019. Upon
immediate completion of recruit training SPC PEPER
underwent the same grueling training as SSG VOSS
in Ft. Lee and Eglin AFB. Post-graduation, SPC PEPER
was qualified as tactical and technical explosives
expert, with advanced training and critical skills
required to disable and defeat explosive devices. He
can operate the ROV and assists in the preparation
for the disposal of hazardous objects. Although only
new to the unit, SPC PEPER knowledge and skills
are respected by other members, with his primary
objective during operations is to support the team
leader in their decision making process.

The location in question was subjected to NATO
bombing in March 1999 with nine bombs striking
the target area, 1700m rail tunnel that connected
PODULEVO with KURSUMLIJA in SERBIA. The location
had also experienced significant artillery strikes
during the Second World War, adding complexities to
the situation for the EOD team.
SSG VOSS and the KSF EOD team successfully and
safely removed the UXO and prepared it for onwards
transportation for future disposal. While back at the
control point, SPC PEPER initiated a search using
9
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Ukrainian EOD Detachment,
Always ahead of others to save the honour and life. – Ukrainian EOD School
motto.

L

ocated in Novo Selo, the Ukrainian EOD detachment
forms one component of KFOR HQs EOD unit.
The generation of an independent organic EOD
capability by the Armed Forces of Ukraine (AFU) is
a very recent development, as prior to 2014 Ukraine
had a reduced EOD capability. A training school was
established in Kamianets - Podilskyi with expertise
and assistance coming from the United States
and Canada to enable Ukrainian EOD capability
development and capacity-building. The AFU’s
priority one was: to render safe any UXO or AXO
located in the eastern region in proximity to civilian
areas, a task that continues to this day.
Prior to deploying to KFOR, all Ukrainian military
personnel must serve a tour of duty in eastern
Ukraine, this not only serves as battle inoculation,
but creates a cohesive and professionally prepared
team for onwards deployment. The Ukrainian EOD
team offers KFOR various assists, including the IMR2 heavy vehicle for Freedom of Movement (FOM)
clearance activities, K-9 search and detection and
human expertise.
On Tuesday, 16th November a KFOR FOM exercise
was conducted in Camp Novo Selo, the objective of
the exercise was to refine Crowd Riot Control (CRC),
Force Protection (FP) and EOD tactics, techniques and
procedures while evaluating command and control
structures. The exercise director was led by OF-3 Ivan
NASTENKO and commence with a briefing on the
concept of operations, scheme of maneuver, actions

on, command relationships and event sequence.
During the exercise the CRC platoon encountered an
obstacle, denying FOM to road vehicles. The platoon
advanced beyond the obstacle, creating a safe
operating environment while simultaneously the FP
unit provided cover to the flanks. Due to the suspect
nature of the obstacle and combined with the threat
assessment the Ukrainian EOD team dispatched a K-9
team to locate and detect any potential explosive
threats. The dog is trained to detect the presence of
various explosives, and upon reaching the obstacle
it rapidly indicated the presence of explosives to its
handler.
Lieutenant Alexander ILIEV prepared his equipment
and donned his EOD ballistic suit, advanced into
position and deployed a disruptor device next to the
explosive threat, upon returning to a control point he
initatied a controlled detonation and rendered the
explosive threat safe.
Lieutenant ILIEV enlisted into the Armed Forces of
Ukraine in 1999 and advanced through the NCO ranks,
becoming a Warrant Officer prior to his commissioning
in 2018. He has significant military experience within
the Ukraine and has served overseas in Africa, the
Middle-East and is now on his second deployment
to KFOR. His professional expertise include both No2
and No1 as an NCO, while now the team leader. He
is fully trained as a Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV)
operator, manual neutralization techniques and
Improvised Explosive Device-Defeat (IED-D).
10

Moldovan EOD

O

n Saturday 20th November, members from RCWEST’s Moldovan EOD detachment departed
Camp Villagio Italia to an undisclosed Helicopter
Landing Site IVO ISTOK at an elevation of 1850m
on MOKRA PLANIAN. The team tactically inserted
commanded by Maj Vitalie PASCARI-TOMOIANU,
navigating the network of unpaved roads to the
location. Upon arrival to the HLS, the team halted and
1LT Mircea PALANCEAN dismounted with the security
detachment, providing protection while both SGT
Nicolae CERNICIUC and SGT Victor PAȘEVSCHI
prepared their equipment and donned their EOD
suits.

Once prepared, SGT CERNICIUC advanced along
the road conducting ground sign awareness and
employed his metal detector to locate subsurface
threats. The activity was conducted in a detailed
manner, searching from the control point through
the unpaved road and to the HLS.
Upon alarm activation, SGT CERNICIUC conducted a
detailed manual examination to validate the alarm
and ensure location safety. In the event of injury, the
Moldovan team was supported by SGT MAJ Dumitru
IUCOL a highly trained medic who can render live
saving first aid, stabilizing the patient until onwards
transfer to a medical facility.

Austrian EOD
On a cool hazy day, at the foot of GOLES HILL at the
HARLLAIC quarry an EOD team under the command
of LTC Johannes MOSSLER (AUS-A) coordinated the
disposal of ammunition with Austrian and Ukrainian
EOD detachments. The ammunition consisted of
RPG 7 & 18, hand grenades, BTR 14.5mm API and
81mm smoke grenades which had exceeded its
manufacturer’s condition and was authorized for
disposal by the Hungarian Ministry of Defence. The
military decision making process for this disposal
operation commenced a number of weeks prior, with
coordination with all KFOR EOD detachments and the
KSF due to the requirement to close surrounding air
and ground space.
Execution
A perimeter was established by Hungarian KTRBN
11

personnel to provide location defence, with
a SWISS detachment providing Role 1 on-site
medical support. Demolition pits were prepared
in advance to contain the blast and aid location
safety. Ammunition was transported by the KTRBN
who handed it to LTC MOSSLER for inspection and
Lieutenant ILIEV (UKR) provided technical assistance
on the correct positioning of explosives due to his
extensive knowledge of the ammunition types. For
the operation, a combination of plastic explosives
and TNT was used, initiated by electrical detonators
via remote. Once the explosives were set and
verified, all personnel withdrew to their respected
firing positions. The ammunition was destroyed in
a controlled and phased manner, with additional
disposal operations planned for the future.

KEY LEADER INTERVIEWS

KFOR Chi

On the 10th of November the KFOR Chronicle sat Enduring Freedom in 2009. In 2007 he began serving in
down for an interview with BG Maier asking him about the National Guard Bureau’s, Office of Chief Counsel
specializing in Operational Law. In 2014 he served as
his role, experience and responsibilities in KFOR.
the Special Operations Detachment-Europe SJA at
Can you summarize your previous experience to date. Special Operations Command Europe. In 2015 he was
rigadier General John Maier started his military assigned to US Northern Command where he became
service by enlisting in the 11th Special Forces Chief of Operational Law, afterwards deploying to
Group (A) in 1989, earning his Green Beret as a Special Operation Spartan Shield as 35th Infantry Division SJA
Forces Engineer Sergeant. After serving for several until 2018. Upon redeployment he returned to Combat
years on multiple Operational Detachments, he was Arms as an Air Defense Artillery Officer, serving as
commissioned in 1996 as a Military Intelligence Officer Chief of Staff for the Wyoming Army National Guard
with assignment to the 2nd Psychological Operations in 2019 and the U.S. Army’s First Army in 2020, before
Group. In 1999 he deployed to Operation Joint assuming duties as Chief of Staff KFOR in June of 2021.
Guardian as a Psychological Operations Task Force
Intelligence Officer. Upon returning in 2000 he transfer Can you please outline your current appointment, role
to 2nd BN of the 19th Special Forces Group (A) where and responsibilities?
he served as Battle Captain/Assistant Operations The principal duty of the Chief of Staff (COS) is to run
Officer in Operation Enduring Freedom in 2002. In KFOR Headquarters, having authority for supervision
2003 he became a Judge Advocate General, serving as and executive control of the HQ staff in Pristina. The
SOTF 192 SJA in Operation Iraqi Freedom in 2006 and COS works directly for COMKFOR. The COS is the

B
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ief Of Staff

principal coordinator and executive coordinating agent
for the Commander. Exercises control and supervision
of the entire HQ responsibilities and Staff. The COS
manages a large Multi-National Headquarters with 440
staff personnel from approximately 28 different nations.
Across all facets of personnel, intelligence, operations,
plans, budgeting and signal. The COS directs liaison
activities with European Union, Foreign Ambassadors,
Foreign Chiefs of Defense, the Institutions in Kosovo,
Minister of Defense, Minister of Internal Affairs, and
Director Kosovo Intelligence Agency. On occasion,
the COS may be delegated Acting COM. The COS
communicates for the Commander with other
HQs. The COS must liaise with five (5) large MultiNational Task Forces, the United Nations Mission in
Kosovo (UNMIK), NATO HQ in Skopje (Former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia), NATO HQ Tirana
(Albania), EUCOM, HQ JFC Naples and HQ SHAPE.
The COS manages a budget of approximately 34
million euros over three funding streams (NATO
Budget, National Budgets, and NSPI.) In addition, the
COS runs the command battle rhythm and all COS
and COM conferences, with a requirement to be
aware of all political, social and economic aspect of the
development of Kosovo as a democratic society, with
emphasis on the western Balkans security situation.
COS attends conferences at JFCNP and lectures at
NATO institutions.

Rhythm and operational process work effectively and
quickly. I ensure all facets of personnel, operations and
logistics are handled. I directly supervise the CE list
for personnel fills and the CJSOR for capability fills.
I oversee budget execution for the benefit of KFOR
and CFC. I liaise and direct the HSG for daily camp
operations, as well as JENG for future improvements
to the Camp infrastructure. During the COVID Crisis
I have had daily information sharing and consistent
coordination with JMED to ensure Camp wellness and
preventive medicine. I direct and coordinate with the
Provost Marshall to ensure a safe and secure Camp
environment for all.

What core soldiering skills are applicable to KFOR
soldiers?
First, to maintain personnel and professional discipline.
KFOR Soldiers must display the highest standards of
professionalism at all times. I ask them to work as a
team, support their Commanders, and to find solutions
to problems the best they can.
Strategically they must understand Kosovo, all of
its people, and KFOR’s mission here. Operationally
soldiers must understand their role in KFOR, how their
efforts support the higher picture, and how they make
a contribution to KFOR and its mission. A soldier must
always be ready to completely execute all the functions
of their military specialty; in any climate or condition
under highly adverse conditions.Tactically soldiers must
be fit, well grounded in soldier skills, always situationally
What is your experience to date with KFOR?
aware, and capable of defending themselves and their
I had the Honor and privilege to serve with KFOR at unit. I ask all soldiers to be well-versed in personnel
Camp Bondsteel in 1999-2000 as a First Lieutenant defenses, land navigation, communications, and combat
serving as an Intelligence Officer with the RC-E medicine in order to preserve themselves and KFOR.
PSYOPs Task Force. During that time I served under
KFOR CDRs, LTG Jackson, GEN Reinhardt and LTG What key piece of advice would you give to personnel
Ortuno.
employed on the ground?
I returned 21 years later, in June 2021, as a Brigadier I ask all KFOR personnel to continue their selfless
General serving as KFOR Chief of Staff for MG Federici service with pride and distinction as we work to
and now MG Kajari. It is my pleasure to lead the KFOR maintain a safe and secure environment. Remember
staff in serving NATO and all the people of Kosovo.
you are Ambassadors of KFOR, NATO, and your Home
Nations. Always ensure your actions bring credit upon
How does your appointment assist and support yourselves and your unit. Most importly, I thank them
personnel employed on the ground?
for their sacrifice, service, and leadership. It is my honor
As the current Chief of Staff for KFOR, I am the to lead you as your Chief of Staff. Duty, Reliability and
principal coordinator and executive coordinating Commitment!
agent for the Commander. I exercise control and
supervision of the entire Headquarters staff; which is a
Liam McDonnell
multi-national force of Civilians, Service Members, and
OF-3, IRL-A
officers from 28 different nations. I ensure the Battle
Chief Internal Information
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RETROSPECTIVE

Cover and concealment: Yugoslavi

T

he 2012 January edition of the KFOR Chronicle’s
examined Slatina Airbase, nearly 10 years later
members from KFOR PAO undertook an expedition
to explore the facility once again.
Located 15km South West of Pristina, Slatina
Airbase is a former Yugoslavian military airfield and
maintenance facility. The installation was constructed
for first line air defence, consisting of subsurface
facilities including aviation command and control
centres, weapons depots, maintenance facilities, fuel
and water storage and crew accommodation. It was
the second largest underground facility in the former
Yugoslavia, and remained undetected throughout the
Cold War. The facility was constructed with reinforced
concrete with set back hanger doors protecting
internal operations and designed to withstand the
kinetic and electromagnetic effects from a nuclear
strike. The facility was also equipped with a CBRN
environmental controls enabling survivability
and continuous functionality, it optimized aircraft
turnaround time with rearming, refueling and repair
conducted in a systematic execution. The nearby
Goles Hill radar facility was integrated into the
Yugoslavian defence radar network spanning the
entire Balkan region.
The installation was occupied by the 83rd Fighter
Regiment, consisting of the 123rd and 124th Fighter

Squadrons, equipped with MiG-21 Bi (FISHBED-N) and
UM (MONGOL-B) aircraft. The MiG-21 was developed
as a high speed short range interceptor, but also
equipped with reinforced hard points enabling the
delivery of air-to-ground bombs in addition to its
23mm cannon and air-to-air missiles.
A MiG-21 Bi from the 124th Squadron is credited for
the interception and downing of a Tomahawk cruise
missile on 24th March 1999, displaying its threat
potential to NATO forces. The airbase was subjected
to NATO bombing on 25th March 1999 (D +1) of the
air campaign. A single bunker buster, the first fired
since the 1991 Gulf War damaged the exit portal’s
superstructure rending it temporal inoperable for
immediate use.
On the night of 11th June 1999, the airport was seized
by Russian troops after inserting from nearby Bosnia
in armoured vehicles. The airbase was immediately
reinforced by Norwegian and British Special Forces
units, until the arrival of British light armoured
reconnaissance units on 12th June.
By 15th October 1999, the airbase was repaired
by the British 53rd Field Squadron (Air Sp), Royal
Engineers and declared operational for international
air transport, while KFOR units remained in location
providing security. Engineering tasks included the
removal of unexploded ordnance, runway repairs and
14

ia’s underground defence network
permanent aircraft parking facilities and repairing
the damaged superstructure.
KFOR’s Camp VRELO was established at the airport
and maintenance facility which was occupied by
Hungarian Forces, this camp was used to provide
security to Pristina Airport and used as a training
facility for Joint KFOR-Kosovo Security Forces,
including Crowd Riot Control (CRC).
During KFOR’s stabilization operation, a publicprivate partnership was established to recondition
and upgrade the airport enabling it’s use by large
military and civil aircraft. The APOD represents a
strategic line of communication between KFOR
and the outside world, as it is only one of two
embarkation points into Kosovo for KFOR.
KFOR now controls a small complex located to the
South West of the airfield, this APOD is occupied by
Armenian, Croatian and Swiss units who provide
perimeter security, maintenance capabilities and
airport ground management. In recent years, there
has been significant infrastructure improvements
conducted, handling ground water drainage,
perimeter fence reinforcement and the laying of
permanent asphalt on the perimeter patrol route.
Both of these recent improvements enhance the
security of the APOD, proving better areas of
observation and increase mobility response times.
Liam McDonnell
OF-3, IRL-A
Chief Internal Information
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RETROSPECTIVE

SLATINA

T

he Aerial Port of Debarkation (APOD) is responsible
for the execution of all military air operations,
which includes Fixed Wing (FW) and Rotary Wing (RW)
operations, the preparation of passengers/cargo, and
the loading/unloading of all military air transport
aircraft operating through the Pristina MIL APOD.
The APOD is also home to COM KFOR RW assets from
the CHE and HRV helicopter detachments. The APOD
is located at the southern part of the International
Airport “ADEM JASHARI”. The APOD is a NATO
Common Funded facility, which is available for use by
all NATO and KFOR Troop Contributing Nations (TCN),
365 days a year, 24 hours a day.
Today, the Aerial Port of Disembarkation (APOD) in
Pristina remains a strategically important facility. Its
primary purpose is for providing a safe and efficient
APOD to allow troop contributing nations, to conduct
their air transport and medical evacuation operations
in support of KFOR’s mission. The APOD is separate
from the civilian terminal due to the volume and type
of traffic it processes. The APOD has its own separate
aircraft parking apron and passenger terminal. This
allows KFOR to operate independently of the civilian
airport, thus reducing our impact on the growing
civilian side, which has just opened the extended
runway to 3000 meters, as well as upgrading the

ILS (Instrument Landing System) which again will
support KFOR, by allowing aircraft to operate in
adverse weather conditions such as heavy fog, which
we know is move evident this time of year. There is
excellent co-operation between the civilian airport
management and the staff of the APOD which ensures
the airfield as a whole functions well. This is done by
the BOA agreement which is set in place by JLSG and
the civilian operator LIMAK. A wide range of aircraft
services are offered the KFOR nations which include
passenger and cargo handling and not to mention
aircraft deicing which we will start to see again in the
next few weeks.
Our current working structure consists of five KFOR
personnel both military and civilian (1xGBR, 2xCHE,
1xHRV and 1xSWE) run the APOD, and are supported
by a team of thirteen local staff from LIMAK and
CAKAY.
2020/21 was one of the busiest times and most
eventful years at the APOD. It saw a great deal of
change in both infrastructure and in the tempo of
operations. Overall, the APOD has already handled
over 1200 flights, 14,000 passengers and just under
one million kilograms of cargo and mail in 2021 so
far. The APOD is a high value asset for KFOR. Not only
is it useful for facilitating day to day flight operations,
routine troop rotations and equipment transfers,
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A APOD
it adds great flexibility, providing an ability to
upscale KFOR quite quickly which was seen during
the OPREH L2 and Task Force Noble operations.
The APOD has always been a busy place to work,
but over the past two years we have seen a big
increase in traffic, both from passenger and cargo.
This is largely down to the onset of Covid-19, which
saw a global reduction in air travel, and the closure
of the civilian airport in Pristina for about three
months, caused the KFOR contingents that used
the civilian airlines and the civilian airport to move
their personnel into and out of theatre started
using military aircraft and the APOD. Needless to
say, all this increase in air traffic from the APOD
has led to a significant increase in the use of fuel,
our jet fuel consumption so far this year stands at
1,528,601 liters. As the APOD continues to develop
a number of improvement’s have taken place this
year, the first was to construct a new security
check point at the main entrance of the APOD.
Also an eternal road network has been developed
and improved, enabling camp services to have a
simpler way of accessing the different areas of the
APOD. And also improving the safety and security
of the APOD, by the means of FOD reduction to
the flight line areas and a more direct access to
between areas within the APOD boundary for the
ALM guard.
Lawrence PEEL
ICC-6 Airport Manager
KFOR Pristina Military APOD
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KFOR NEWS

Change of Command: SWISSCO

I

t was a moment that will be remembered, even
though the weather showed its most uncomfortable
side: On Thursday 14th OCT, Colonel GS David REGLI
took over responsibility as National Contingent
Commander (NCC) for the SWISSCOY mission for the
next six months. After an intensive handover phase
with between their predecessors, the 45th contingent
thus officially began its mission.
There was a lot of activity in the two weeks before
the change of command. While the first members of
the 44th contingent were already on their way home,

members of the successor contingent kept arriving at
the various locations in Kosovo. They got to know their
new home for the next six months and familiarised
themselves with their future tasks. Their predecessors
played a key role in this. In an intensive HoTo phase
(Hand Over, Take Over), the 44th contingent passed
on its knowledge to the new functionaries, provided
them with background information and also had one
or two insider tips for everyday operations in store. It
is only thanks to this detailed transfer of knowledge
that the seamless transition from the old to the new
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OY Contingent 45 has taken over
contingent is possible and existing know-how is
retained. And many a newcomer’s head was spinning
in the evening with all the new impressions and
information.
On 14 October the time had come: on the occasion of
the Change of Command at the military facility of the
airport in Slatina, the 45th SWISSCOY contingent with
NCC Colonel GS David REGLI took over responsibility
for the mission. For the ceremony, the Deputy Chief
of Joint Operations Command, Major General Rolf
André SIEGENTHALER, travelled to Kosovo. He was
impressed by the commitment and professionalism
shown by Contingent 44 during the past six months.
His message to the new contingent was to build on
the work of the previous contingents. It is important
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to support each other, to show discipline, but also
tolerance, and thus to bring in the abilities of each
individual in the best possible way.
Finally, Colonel GS David REGLI received the Swiss
flag and with it the responsibility for the upcoming
SWISSCOY mission from the hands of Major General
Rolf André SIEGENTHALER.
And with that, the 45ers began their mission, which
is all about the four values of camaraderie, passion,
tradition, pride.
Spec Of (OF-2) Stefanie Waltenspül,
Press and Information Officer
SWISSCOY 45

SNAPSHOTS
KFOR Commander, Major
General Ferenc Kajári, presided
over the Austrian National Day
commemoration in Camp Film
City.
The Austrian Armed Forces are
responsible for a wide variety
of tasks within KFOR. Since
1999 Austrian Soldiers have
served in the Western Balkans
area, each soldier contributes
to improving the already
highly regarded reputation
of the Austrian Contingent.
Currently approximately 350
Austrian Soldiers serve within
KFOR.

Photo by: PAO Staff

Latvian Armed Forces service
members of the Maneuver
Battalion, Kosovo Force
Regional Command-East,
conduct weapons training
near Mitrovica, Kosovo.
Accurate marksmanship
requires a good sight
picture, breath control,
trigger technique and an
understanding of the weapon
system. Securing local practice
ranges allows these soldiers
to keep their skills sharp while
deployed.
Photo by Staff Sgt. Barbara Pendl

Polish Soldier OR-2 Michal
Lecki, scales Mt. Ljuboten
during the KFOR 29 Best
Warrior Competition in
Kosovo.
U.S., Latvian, Polish, and
Turkish Soldiers participated
in the Best Mountain
Warrior Competition on
Camp Bondsteel and Mount
Ljuboten, 1-3 November, 2021.
The competition included a
timed hike, a written test, a
board, and stations testing
various Soldier skills.
Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Jason Alvarez
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KFOR Commander, Major
General Ferenc Kajári,
accompanied by his advisory
team, including RCW
Commander travelled together
to Visoki Deçani/Dečani
Monastery and the Patriarchate
of Pejë/Peć where they met
with Father Sava Janjić, Bishop
Hierotheus of Toplica and
Deputy Abbess of the Convent
sister Melania.
Photo by PAO Staff

“Polish Challenge” sports
competition has been held in
Camp Novo Selo. Eleven teams
participated from the nations of
Great Britain, Hungary, Latvia,
Poland, and the USA.
Soldiers had to face with highly
demanding tasks which equally
required speed, strength and
endurance, as well as tactical
approach at each challenge.
The winner of the competition
was the KFOR Latvia team, the
second place was taken by the
KFOR Hungary team, and the XLIV
shift PKW KFOR team came third.
Photo by PAO Staff

The Turkish contingent of
the NATO-led KFOR mission
celebrated the 98th anniversary
of Republic Day in Camp Film
City.
The ceremony was presided
over by the KFOR Commander,
Major General Ferenc Kajári,
who during his speech
mentioned the Ataturk‘s
words „Peace at home, peace
in the world“ as a message to
portray the KFOR peacekeeping
operation in Kosovo.
Photo by PAO Staff
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CSM CORNER

BIG STEP FOR THE KFOR NC

KFOR XXVI First Command Senior Enlisted Leaders KFOR is an ongoing NATO mission, where 28
(CSEL) meeting, held in KFOR HQ on 03 November contributing nations work shoulder by shoulder.
2021
Twenty-eight countries have 28 different perspectives
and priorities on how to utilise NCOs or enlisted
It was a great honor and privilege to organize personnel. At the same time, all nations need to
the 1st Senior Enlisted Leaders (SEL) meeting in Casa understand the common goals and adopt the
Leonardo, Camp Film City. During the COVID period it importance of the NCO`s roles in the NATO system.
is very hard to manage a meeting of such kind. Still, as
KFOR CSM, I always focus on personal relations, which At the beginning of the meeting, COM KFOR
helps to build a solid and prosperous community. addressed his welcome speech to the CSELs and all
As the NATO statement says: “We are NCOs, We are National Enlisted Representatives. He highlighted the
prepared = We are NATO!” Simultaneously, we, as importance of the NCOs in the mission environment.
NCOs, accept challenges and put the mission first, At one, he showed the Command Group
and work as a TEAM!
concept relevancy example and set the standard
for others regarding COM – CSM cooperation and
The CSM job is an honor, but at the same time it is relationship.
full of responsibilities which cannot be acheived as a
one-person show (as a former Special Forces member Taking advantage of the opportunity, recognition of
said: there is no `I` in the team). That was the reason I the Soldiers of the Month (October 21) award was
organized the first CSEL meeting to create a team in also handed over, which was another example of
the international environment.
where NCOs are heading.
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CSM CORNER

CO/ENLISTED COMMUNITY
The CSM KFOR shared the COM KFOR Vision and and build an International Non-Commissioned
Intent with subordinate units` CSMs and national Officers Corps.
representatives during the meeting. Also, he gave
guidance for his prospects and goals in KFOR XXVI.
Then, the open forum was an excellent opportunity
to share their views and experiences with others
and discuss how to improve, develop and build
the International NCO Community. CSM ZSIROS
highlighted his plan to set an NCO Channel, an
additional tool to advise and support COM KFOR for
his decision-making process. However, that channel
will be a device to share information regarding
national training, development programs, events,
national days, where other Senior Enlisted Leaders
can and will participate.
As closure of the first meeting, participants decided to
hold this event monthly to maintain personal contact
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The prestigious „Soldier of the Month” award was
given to OR-3 Kinga GORKA, who is a paramedic/
driver in the Polish Contingent, based in Camp Novo
Selo. Selected NCO/enlisted personnel are honored
with this award for showing a good example to their
peers, and for proving leadership skills, exceptional
service, or outstanding achievement.

Tamás ZSIROS
OR-9 HUN-A
CSM

Photo of the Month

Gazivoda Lake

Photo: OF-1 Barna KONCSEK
HDF
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